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Joe, a Godly man, the sea captain of the Mourning Dove, a 70-foot salmon troller takes on parolees to help
rehabilitate them. Joe fears he may have met his match when Clancy, a PO brings him Max. A parolee,
convicted of murder one at 16 served hard time for 13 years. Joe is reluctant but willing to try. Gus, his first
mate, is very skeptical. Although proud of his crew, it saddens Joe none consider God as any kind of a
priority. Still, he feels God has brought them aboard for some reason and this is good enough for him. Over
two hundred trollers, all ages and sizes, cross the bar early with the expectation of a good day of salmon
fishing. Midday, a sudden storm comes upon the Mosquito Fleet and many do not return to the small fishing
village on the Washington Coast. Quint, Commander of the Coast Guard Small Craft Station at Westport,
plays an integral part in the life saving part of the story. Also Joe’s good friend, Quint tries to console Joe
when several close friends are lost in the storm and with his rough relationship with a new girlfriend, Nina.
Max, just released from McNeal, a maximum security prison, meets Clancy at a halfway house. Max can’t
believe he’s going to be on a fishing boat. Clancy warns him it’s either the fishing boat or back to prison he
goes. Joe meets Nina, a new waitress at Pelican Pete’s, a favorite eatery of Joe’s. An extraordinary woman,
he becomes smitten. Joe’s amazed at the instant attraction between them, but from the start Nina is
standoffish and mysterious. Witnessing her late husband’s bloody death, she has been living a destructive
lifestyle. Later Joe learns a psychologist diagnosed her as having PTSD. Although Joe realizes it’s a difficult
illness, he feels nothing is impossible for God. Max meets Gretchen at the Mutineer, the main saloon on the
wharf. Because she’s very voluptuous and is attracted to him, Max becomes infatuated. Even though he
doesn’t like fast women, Max can’t get Gretchen off his mind and visits her often at Pelican Pete’s where
she's a waitress. Although Max relays he’s been in prison, he’s afraid to tell her that he was convicted of
murder one. Daniel, a cook at Pelican Pete’s meets with Max. Max’s old cellie, connected to a Mexican
Cartel, has told Daniel about him. Daniel wants Max to help him take over the Dove for a drug drop. Max
says okay to the plan because this means he’ll have chance at some real freedom. There’s rough waters on
shore between Joe and Nina. She hears Joe was in prison for manslaughter something he forgot to tell her.
Even though Joe was much younger, Nina feels betrayed and not able to trust him anymore. After she breaks
up with him, she withdraws and is even more suicidal. When Gus is killed trying to save Max from a foolish
greenhorn mistake, Daniel takes Gus’s place. Joe is apprehensive but needs a full crew for the Dungeness
Crab Season that opens soon. On another outing, a rouge wave comes at the Dove. When the boat drops
several feet, Max falls overboard. In a rough sea, there’s much doubt they can bring Max back in. Joe prays.
The sea calms. Max is saved in a miraculous way. The time comes to take over the Dove, but Max is not sure
he wants to go through with it. Something has changed Max. More attached to Joe and the crew now, he
doesn’t want any harm to come to them. Also scuttling the boat seems to upset Max more than before.
Although the take over is smooth, when the drug drop comes into play, a huge surprise overwhelms everyone
on board including Joe. A sea story loaded with action, adventure and romance it also brings in the historical,
which intertwines throughout. Westport's Life Boat Station and lighthouse dates back to the early 1800s
which offers much for the historical buff. Many surprises come at Joe from every direction. Whether he can
weather the many storms is guaranteed to keep a reader's attention to the end of this unique action-packed
adventure.
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From reader reviews:

Stephen Ziegler:

The book Westport can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything you
want. So why must we leave the good thing like a book Westport? Several of you have a different opinion
about publication. But one aim which book can give many details for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right
now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you may give
for each other; you are able to share all of these. Book Westport has simple shape however, you know: it has
great and massive function for you. You can look the enormous world by available and read a book. So it is
very wonderful.

Benjamin King:

Here thing why that Westport are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading through a book is good
nevertheless it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as yummy as food or not.
Westport giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any publication out there but there
is no book that similar with Westport. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your own eyes about
the thing this happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can actually bring
everywhere like in park, café, or even in your method home by train. For anyone who is having difficulties in
bringing the printed book maybe the form of Westport in e-book can be your substitute.

Helen Tate:

Westport can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away because
this guide has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in words, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to get every word into delight
arrangement in writing Westport nevertheless doesn't forget the main position, giving the reader the hottest
as well as based confirm resource information that maybe you can be among it. This great information could
drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial imagining.

Marco Manuel:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside along with friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book can really hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It okay
you can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Westport which is finding
the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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